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ABSTRACT

A variable stability test bed is under development for the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA).
The Variable Dynamic Testbed  Vehicle (VDTV) is being
designed for research and testing of advanced collision
warning and avoidance technologies being developed by
industry and most likely being made available to consumers
in the near future. The VDTV will also be used by NHTSA in
support of the Automated Highway System (AHS) Program
and possibly by the AHS program directly.

The VDTV will have advanced dynamic subsystems that
can be varied by on on-board programmable computer.

I Suspension, steering, throttle, and braking will thus be
controlled through selected algorithms that may be changed to
provide a reasonably broad range of vehicle dynamic
characteristics. The vehicle is inherently a drive-by-wire
system, is instrumented for both vehicle and human factor
measurements, and is therefore ideally suited to many
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) applications.

This paper describes the intended uses of the VDTV and
the vehicle’s specifications that were developed by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). It also describes the results of
dynamic analyses that were conducted by JPL prior to award
of a system contract to industry for the detailed design and
construction of the vehicle. The analysis shows the dynamic
emulation capabilities of the VDTV, as well as expected

l dynamic performance in limit performance situations that
would be encountered in severe crash avoidance maneuvers.

BACKGROUND

JPL conducted a study for NHTSA in 1994 (Reference I)
that examined the need for a test vehicle with features like
those of the VDTV The study also considered the cost and
time to acquire such a capability and looked at several
configurations that were designed for specific applications.
The study found that a VDTV would be beneficial, not only
to NHTSA, but potentially to other oganizations, as well.
NHTSA decided to acquire a single vehicle and awarded JPL
the development contract in September 1995. JPL selected a
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system contractor in June 1996, to develop the VDTV
according to JPL’s specifications.

DESCRIPTION

The VDTV base vehicle will be in the class of a mid-size
passenger car. To this base vehicle will be added the following
subsystems or features:
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-
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Steer-by-wire, including programmable steering torque
feedback to the driver
Brake-by-wire, including artificial sensory feedback to
the driver
Throttle-by-wire, including artificial sensory feedback
to the driver
Semiactive or active suspension
Four-wheel steering
Mechanically or actively variable antiroll bar stiffness
(front and rear)
Antilock braking system
Programmable control system
Data acquisition system
Interfaces for test-unique equipment/sensors

Major capabilities of the VDTV include:
l Lateral dynamics emulation of a range of production

vehicles.
l Ability to perform high-g, limit performance

maneuvers.
l Programmable controller allowing changes to be made

in steering, braking, suspension, and throttle control
algorithms.

l Drive-by-wire for lane-following, platooning, obstacle
avoidance research.

l Instrumentation for vehicle, subsystem, and driver
measurement.

l Data acquisition system.
The VDTV is expected to be used by NHTSA for crash

avoidance testing, by the National Automated Highway
Consortium in various areas of research, and possibly by the
National Advanced Driving Simulator Program in the
validation of algorithms and in complementary testing.

Figure 1 depicts the concept described above.









will also permit human factors
installed. Accordingly, several
vehicle will have mechanical,

electrical, and data interfaces preinstalled
OPTIONS - Recognizing that the complexity and cost of

the vehicle are significant factors influencing implementation,
JPL asked proposers to provide information (technical and cost)
on several options as follows:

l Fully active suspension
l Active antiroll bars. Continuously variable semi-active suspension
l Dynamically variable tire pressure
. Four-wheel drive
l Changeable dashboard
l Maintenance contract
l Vehicle replication
Proposers were allowed to include any of these options in

their base proposal.

IMPLEMENTATION

A twenty-month development contract is planned. JPL will
manage the system contract and will design and build the data
acquisition subsystem. The latter will include an off-board data
processing capability.

The acceptance test will be conducted at a site selected by
the system contractor. Delivery of the VDTV is expected to be
made to NHTSA at the their Vehicle Research and Test Center,
East Liberty, Ohio.
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